EXPLANATION

- Dump material and other waste (in section)
- Massive sulfur
- Plagioclase-quartz-muscovite pegmatite

Symbols:
- Contact, showing dip; dashed where approximately located
- Contact between pegmatite units
- Strike and dip of foliation
- Strike and dip of joints, with pitch of slickensides
- Limit of exposure
- Shaft at surface
- Shaft going shallow and below level

Outline of old underground workings
- Rim of open cut or pit
- Foot of dump

PLAN OF THE 575 LEVEL
- Shaft B
- Shaft A
- Walls are approximate contacts

PLANS OF UNDERGROUND WORKINGS

Mapped by E.Wm. Henrich, August 1944

GEOLOGIC MAP, PLANS, AND SECTIONS OF THE COLBERT MINE, UPSON COUNTY, GEORGIA

Mapped by E.Wm. Henrich, August 1944 and R.W. Lemke, December 1944

Contour interval 5 feet
Datum assumed